Dear Professional:

These are exciting times in the power industry. The nuclear renaissance has created growth opportunities for ENERCON on existing and new nuclear power plants. For this reason, we are reaching out to engineering professionals to solicit interest in a career with ENERCON. ENERCON provides a broad spectrum of services to a wide range of domestic and international nuclear, fossil, process and industrial clients. As a leading provider of engineering and environmental services, we are looking for technical professionals interested in challenging careers working on designs and analyses with existing operating nuclear plants and the exciting opportunities with the next generation of new nuclear power plants.

We have immediate opportunities for full-time and part-time, junior and senior level engineering positions in our suburban Atlanta (Kennesaw), GA; Germantown, MD; Mt. Arlington, NJ; Pittsburgh, PA; suburban Chicago (Naperville), IL; and Oakland, CA offices, in addition to numerous project and site locations.

Engineering and design professionals with power (nuclear and fossil) or related experience in the following areas are needed:

- Mechanical Engineers
- Civil/Structural Engineers
- Electrical/Control Engineers
- Project Managers
- Project Engineers
- Licensing Engineers
- Environmental Engineers

ENERCON is an Employee Owned company. We offer excellent benefits and developmental opportunities. For more information, please visit our website at www.enercon.com. Submit resumes in confidence to resume@enercon.com.

ENERCON is an equal Opportunity Employer.